Council of Commonwealth Student Governments
https://www.psuccsg.org/.com

The Councillor

This newsletter serves as a formal
update from the Executive board
and Central Staff of the Council of
Commonwealth Student
Governments. From coming back to
in-person classes and activities on
campus, we are proud to be serving
and advocating for you. During the
academic year of 2021, we have to
implement new resolutions for each
of the campuses according to what
problems we are facing. Please take
the time to read over each
individual's report on the work they
have achieved so far and are
progressing towards for this
upcoming 2022 semester. Without
the help from all of you and your
leadership, this would not have been
made possible.

THE
PENNSYLVANIA
STATE
UNIVERSITY
COUNCIL OF
COMMONWEALTH
STUDENT
GOVERNMENTS

WHATS NEXT?
February Council

4th-5th

Where: ZOOM

March Council

18th-19th

Where: University Park

April Council

8th-9th

Where: University Park

Eric A. Banquet

9th

Where: The Graduate Hotel

For the Commonwealth, WE ARE!
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PRESIDENTIAL
WELCOME

Schneider has been adjusting

Friends & Family, Welcome to your first
edition of our newsletter, The
Councillor. I hope that all of you who

exceptionally well under the new phase

are reading this are off to a robust start

witnessed, The administration has gone

of the spring semester amidst the thin

through a major change. We dearly miss

line we walk on while battling the new

our Ex-Vice President in Akbar who has

variants of COVID-19. The fall semester

been beyond resourceful to this

has been interesting to say the least;

organization.Schneider has been

We at CCSG are intrigued by your

adjusting exceptionally well under the

continued efforts of fierce student

new exceptionally well under

advocacy and might I add; inspired by

exceptionally well under the new phase

the student leadership in the middle of

as we transition bother positions within

a pandemic.
We at University Park have been diligent

our organization. The energy has been

in our efforts to bring you all the

positional changes and I am keen to see

February council while getting annoyed

how the council members engage with

at the cold and the other dilemmas it

our speakers and panel of invited

brings with especially; not having snow

guests across the committees. Not to

days.
Now, as you all know and witnessed,

mention; This time around, we also

The administration has gone through a

The theme for the summit is ‘Green

major change. We dearly miss our Ex-

With Envy’ and we at CCSG look forward

Vice President in Akbar who has been

to your engagement and yet another

beyond resourceful to this organization.

episode of student advocacy during the

as we Now, as you all know and

at an all time high through these

bring you our Sustainability Summit.
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same. Let me tell you- Our directors

upcoming Capitol Day and have your

have worked relentlessly through the

input in planning it for the student

winter break to bring this summit and

leaders. While we wait the Capitols

the entire weekend together. You may

decision on whether this time around it

notice in your council booklets, a

will be remote or in-person, March 30th

change in room allocations from what

has been penned as the Capitol Day.

you have previously witnessed. The

Mark your calendars, commonwealth! I

current influx of cases across the

hope you and your SGAs are ready for

commonwealth and council

the Capitol Day Competition!

weekends being one of the largest
gatherings around the university

I have dearly missed you all and we

concerns us to think about your health

look forward to having you all. Once

and safety amongst that of your fellow

again, thank you all for your continued

council members. In efforts to be

efforts and advocacy in the face of a

evermore equitable; The administration

pandemic and welcome to the February

has decided to facilitate a hybrid mode

council!

for all council weekends starting now
across all committees to ensure peak

For The Commonwealth,

engagement while accommodating for

Aakash M. Viramgama

those who want to join remotely. While
we continue yet another page in our
books of in-person councils, please be
mindful of the university protocols and
adhere to the COVID guidelines, things
you all know and have done before. Our
chief guest for this council; in the ‘Vice
Presidential Oration’ is our very own,
Vice President of the Commonwealth
Campuses: Dr. Kelly Austin. Dr. Austin
has been a wonderful support to this
organization for as long as he’s served
the commonwealth and we are beyond
happy to see me take on this role as he
transitions from interim to our official
Vice President. Join me in
congratulating him as we further propel
student advocacy across the 19
landmarks. We will also be joined by
Advocate PennState during the
President’s session to address the
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MESSAGE FROM:
VICE PRESIDENT

Happy Council Weekend everyone!
There has been a lot of change
between November council and now. I
am thrilled to be able to serve the
commonwealth as Vice President of
CCSG for the remainder of the
semester! It has been quite the
transition from Chief of Staff to VP, but

the commonwealth. Often times, we are
looked over and generalized into one
large group. However, I will make a
point to always advocate for each
campus’s unique needs and
perspective.

I enjoy every second of it.

Within the Constitutional Review

My weeks consist of meetings for the

work with everyone to continue to

University Faculty Senate (UFS) along
with the Education Committee of UFS,
Student Leader Roundtables, meetings
with University leadership, and Board
of Trustees meetings within the Audit
and Risk Committee. Within these
meetings, I continue to advocate for
the commonwealth and what benefits
its constituents.

Committee, I am excited to continue to
improve our organization! Please join
CRC on Saturday at 11:15AM in HUB 107
or over Zoom if you would like to hear
more about the Constitution and future
plans!
CCSG has a very bright future, and I am
glad you are a part of it!
For the Glory,

I look forward to working with each
campus so that I may best represent

Noelle Schneider
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MESSAGE FROM:
CAMPUS CHAIR

Hello Commonwealth! We had a
successful start in the Fall with the 20212022 CCSG year and I cannot wait to see
what the Spring semester has in store
for us! You may have noticed a change in
our administration, and I want to thank
our Former Vice President Akbar for her
devout dedication to the Commonwealth
and recognize the impact she has made.
Alongside that recognition, I would also
like to welcome Vice President Noelle
Schnieder to the Administration and
wish her the best in her new role.
I have been working with all the
respective campus leaderships about
topics like COVID Compliance, running
impactful SGAs, keeping a strong
organization culture, academic
programs, Student Initiated Fee, student
programs, etc. It amazes me every day
how every campus is prevailing even
with this continuing pandemic with no
seeming end. But with a hurdle as big as
this in our way, the CWC continues to

defy what was and continue to innovate
what is and will be. And for that, I, on
the behalf of CCSG Administration, am
proud to be representing you all on a
collective level.
As this February Council begins, I want
to highlight our main Council Feature,
Dr. Kelly Austin, newly appointed Vice
President of Commonwealth Campuses
and Executive Chancellor. During the
Council Session, you all will be provided
the chance to converse with him and get
the pivotal answers you are looking for
to take your fellow students and campus
to the next level of improvement.
I look forward to seeing you all and your
respective delegations this upcoming
weekend and cannot wait to see the
outstanding work that will be
accomplished.
For the Glory,
Bhargava Motupalli
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MESSAGE FROM:
CHIEF OF STAFF

In the beginning of the Fall 2021
semester, I was appointed to be the
Programming Director for the Council of
Commonwealth Student Governments
(CCSG). Being from Hawai’i and having it
being my first year at University Park, I
couldn’t imagine being apart of such a
highly respected organization on a big
campus. My experiences from being a
student affair’s liaison and representing
the Beaver campus has truly inspired me
to use my voice to forward good works.
From being on the executive board, I
have gained much appreciation on what
it takes to make council weekends run
smoothly and that our council members
are well taken cared of. My duties as the
Programming Director was to provide
breakfast for President Sessions and
lunch in between our Saturday sessions.
With collaboration with our Financial
Manager, I was also to order new visible
and updated name tags for our staff.
Working with different vendors around
the State College area in the midst of a

pandemic was not easy for us and for
the businesses, however we are all still
learning and adapting to our
circumstances.
On that note, as many of you know,
CCSG’s administration has gone through
some staffing changes prior to starting
winter break. Within those changes I was
designated to become the next Chief of
Staff for the remainder of the year.
While my predecessor, Noelle Schneider,
was appointed to become the Vice
President for CCSG. I am truly in awe to
be thought of being put in this new
position. Having such a pivotal role
really brings out more grit in me to help
others. I am excited for what else has
yet to come. I appreciate all of your
support through this transition and let
us finish off the next two council
weekends strong.
WE ARE !
Janice Manzano
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MESSAGE FROM:
EXECUTIVE LIAISON

Last council weekend, I was fully
expecting to return to February's council
as just a councilor. I was not expecting
that I would instead be sitting with the
rest of the executive board right up
front. As the new Executive Liaison, I'm
hoping I'll be able to bring a fresh
perspective to CCSG's administration.
With that being said I want to welcome
everyone to the first council weekend of
2022. Although we are meeting virtually,
I'll be just as delighted to speak with you
all again. Looking forward to seeing you
all face to face next council.
All the best,
Noah Schiro
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MESSAGE FROM:
PUBLIC RELATIONS

Happy Council Everyone!
My name is Sabrina, I am just one piece
of this PR Team. My official title is
Multimedia Director but realistically this
team doesn't stick to just their position.
We all share our input and help out
when doing all kinds of things, as long as
it is related to PR! I am excited to see
everyone this council (even if its virtual).
Heres my warning to you now for this
council and future councils or events, I
will be taking pictures so please put on a
big smile!

administrations can derive from. I am
looking forward to see all your friendly
faces!
Sabrina Alvarez
Multimedia Director
Tyler Nguyen
Graphic Design Chair

My name is Tyler and I am apart of the
PR team for CCSG. I am excited to
capture important moments during
council for all to be able to look back at.
I will be playing a large role in putting
together videos and photos that my
team can share to our media platforms.
It's important that we document every
council in its entirety, so we can have a
large catalog of memories that future
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MESSAGE FROM:
CFB CHAIR
(COMMONWEALTH FEE BOARD)

First and foremost, I hope that this
reaches you in good health and you are
off to a strong start to the semester. It’s
feels surreal that we’re already a month
into 2022 and more than halfway through
the academic year! This past semester
was filled with major moments of change
and held an array of challenges that I
don’t think anyone could have possibly
anticipated. With that being said, this past
Fall semester has prepared us all for the
abundance of success that the Spring
holds.
This semester can potentially serve as
one of the most impactful periods within
the CFB and CCSG’s intertwined history.
Our first step in defining the relationship
between the CFB and CCSG starts with
establishing how the CFB Chair is
appointed. We will be taking an official
vote on Friday to decide what the CFB
Chair selection process shall be for the
years to come. This Friday’s CFB meeting
will also include a reviewal of both the
CAPS and SLS budgets for the current
year. We will begin our talks about the
overall usage and efficiency of these two

services, while also beginning discussions
over the amount of funding they will
receive from CFB for the next academic
year. Not only will CCSG’s mid-year audit
and budget request for next year be
reviewed and discussed, but we’ll also
continue to address the massive amount
of carry forward remaining in CCSG’s
budget. Many excellent ideas have been
proposed, so we look forward to utilizing
those funds in the most impactful way(s)
possible. To wrap up our meeting, we’ll
begin initial conversations regarding the
Student Fee levels for next year.
As we prepare ourselves for February’s
Council, I would like to thank you all for
your continued hard work and dedication
towards serving the Commonwealth. Your
attention and advocacy are needed now
more than ever, and I look forward to
seeing you all this weekend.
For the Commonwealth,
David J. Miller
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MESSAGE FROM:
FINANCIAL MANAGER

Hello Everyone,
My name is Kiran Nandagopal and I am
CCSGs financial manager as well as the
Elections Chair for this year. I am a 4th
year Management Information Systems
Major with an Information Sciences and
Technology minor. We are very excited to
have everyone at this council as we will
be presenting the sustainability summit,
as well as nominations for next years
administration. I am also working closely
with our Programming Director towards
the end of the year banquet. We hope to
make it as memorable as possible
despite the past year we were on zoom. I
will also be in charge of running the
elections during our March council, so if
you have any questions about that please
send them my way. In the meantime,
enjoy the rest of council!
WE ARE!
Kiran Nandagopal
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MESSAGE FROM:
SPECIAL PROJECTS
CHAIR

Happy Council Everyone!
My name is Aimee Hill and I am your
Special Projects Chair/Programming

questions/ ideas for any future events,

Director. While I know this change to

please let me know, I am all ears to any

zoom due to the weather prevents us

suggestions.

or anything you'd like us to consider

from meeting, I’m really excited to see
everyone’s lovely faces on zoom. This
Summit’s Theme is “Green with Envy”

Stay safe and see you at Council!
Aimme Hill

and I’m really stoked for everyone to
hear this summit’s speaker Mark
Sentesy.
I can’t wait to hear what everyone
thinks about my resolution this council.
I’ll be advocating to make dorms across
all commonwealth campuses handicap
accessible. I hope everyone will support
the steps I will be taking to make the
university as a whole equitable for all
students. I hope everyone takes
something away from this weekend.
Please, if you or anyone you know
wants more information, has any
Official Councillor Newsletter published by Public Relations of CCSG
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COMMITTEE
UPDATES
ACADEMIC AFFAIRS

Academic Affairs is led by Vinay Singh
and Sunjana Mishra. Vinay Singh is a

Academic Affairs because she wanted to

senior at University Park studying

experience. Her goal this year focuses

Biology. He originally came from Penn

on making educational resources as

State Lehigh Valley, where he was

inexpensive as possible for all students.

create changes in the academic student

heavily involved in the Student
Government Association (SGA) as the

Academic Affairs focuses on engaging

Academic Affairs Chair. He enjoyed

the entire community in maintaining

helping students get answers to their

Penn State’s high quality education

questions and concerns regarding their

across the nineteen Commonwealth

education. He has continued his work in

Campuses. We want to ensure that our

student government as the Director of

peers and fellow students are

Academic Affairs for the past two years

supported in whatever educational goal

in CCSG when he transitioned to UP.

or degree they aim to pursue. This
means having consistency in what is

Sunjana is a junior at University Park

taught, seeking ways to actively support

studying psychology. She also started at

learning, creating programs that aid

Penn State Lehigh Valley, and joined

students, and making sure that new

their SGA because she liked the idea of

educational policies are fair for

students having a voice in regards to

students. During the October CCSG

their college experiences. She served as

council, we taught the liaisons about

PSULV’s vice president her sophomore

legislations and the process of a

year, and after transferring to

legislation getting passed or the

University Park, she chose to apply for

reasons it may fail. We also introduced
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them to Dr. Beth Seymour, the Faculty
Senate Immediate Past Chair to show
the liaisons how CCSG and faculty
collaborate to influence change
throughout the campuses. After a
strong round of discussions, the topic
of open educational resources (OERs)
came to the top of our priority list.
The November CCSG council focused on
OERS. We learned about their
importance and some shocking
statistics through an interactive Kahoot
game. We had Rebecca Miller Waltz, the
Interim Associate Dean for Learning
and Undergraduate Services, and her
intern, Aayush Dalal, come in to further
speak about the actions being taken to
support OERs.
Going forward, we will continue to
advocate for the implementation of
OERs and discuss problems the
commonwealth students are facing. We
will use the three upcoming councils to
collaborate, brainstorm ideas, and
tackle any challenges that may arise.

Vinay Singh
Director of Academic Affairs
Sunjana Mishra
Associate Director of Academic Affairs
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COMMITTEE
UPDATES
STUDENT AFFAIRS

The Student Affairs Committee has
made significant progress this

responses and commentary from the

semester. During the October council,

insecurity at Penn State. Allusion

the Student Affairs Committee opened a

Bonsell, the Regional Director Housing

dialogue regarding future

and Food Services, and Karen Kreger,

improvements for the Commonwealth

the Senior Director for Housing and

Campuses. This first council featured

Food services, met with the Student

Ms. Danielle Fry, the Director of Student

Affairs Committee to discuss food

and Civic Engagement and the Associate

insecurity at Penn State. They

Director of Student Affairs at Penn

thoroughly explained the food services

State’s Altoona campus. Ms. Fry spoke

at Penn State from an administrative

about her career and experience in

perspective while also answering and

Student Affairs at Altoona’s campus.

acknowledging questions and concerns

She also discussed what improvements

from the committee members.

October council to focus on food

she has been involved with and what
she hopes to see at Penn State in the

In addition to discussing food insecurity

future. Ms. Fry exchanged ideas and

at Penn State, the Student Affairs

responded to feedback from the

Committee reviewed a possible future

student liaisons. Overall, this council

initiative. The Paw Prints Initiative is

served as a warm welcome and

centered around student printing at

introduction to the Student Affairs

Penn State. As it stands, there is not a

Committee.

standard policy regarding printing at
Penn State. This initiative advocates to

The November council utilized liaison

adjust the current printing policies,
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which is especially pertinent due to
increased financial insecurity among
students at this time. The Paw Prints
Initiative was well received and is still
being reviewed by the Student Affairs
Committee. Following the November
council, the Student Affairs Committee
has continued to review and receive
feedback regarding this initiative.
Anna Capria
Director of Student Affairs
Sanjana Singh
Associate Director of Student Affairs
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COMMITTEE
UPDATES

EDUCATIONAL EQUITY

Hello!
My name is Trinity Nguyen, and I am the
Director of Educational Equity for the

newly established Educational Equity

2021-2022 school year. A little bit about

with our sister organizations.

myself… I am a third-year Political

Additionally, I want to provide more

Science major with minors in Business

accessible resources for

and Ethics. I am originally from

underrepresented groups at Penn State.

California and did the 2+2 program at

Educational Equity follows us

Penn State Harrisburg, where I spent

everywhere we go so I hope to have

my first two years of college. I currently

more discussions and internal changes

am at University Park now with my

within the CCSG Administration, and I

loving cat, Clementine. I love to bake

hope I can accurately represent and

and read and a huge coffee lover. I

advocate for all underrepresented

started my student government journey

groups at Penn State and all the

at Penn State Harrisburg as a senator

commonwealth campuses.

committee and strong relationships

and then become the Director of
Educational Equity when I transferred to

Hi I am Nida Shamji, the Associate

University Park. As an Asian-American

Director of Educational Equity. As a

woman, I feel as if I have a good sense

newly hired associate director of

of the world’s injustices and bias and

educational equity, my role during the

can relate those to weaknesses that

November council was very small, as I

Penn State can improve on. I hope to

was merely a shadow, observing and

create a strong foundation for the

writing down notes. During each
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educational equity session, I was able

17

to observe Trinity’s role as director of

ed accessibility in dorms, the correct
administrative classification for

educational equity and hear others'

minority groups, and actively work with

concerns about ongoing topics

Penn State administration and faculty.

throughout the Penn State

Additionally, I try my best to maintain

Commonwealth campuses. I was also

relations with Penn State

able to listen to guest speaker Tracy

Administration, such as the Office of

Peterson, and the importance of

Educational Equity and the Office of the

indigenous people, as it pertained to

Vice President for Student Affairs.

the new acts of legislation passed.

Our most recent (and successful)

Later, there were two new legislations

resolution was passed in November and

passed, one on identifying indigenous

was called, “The Addition of Indigenous

peoples’ day on the PSU calendar, and

People’s Day as a Recognized Holiday

the other on identifying the new

onto The Pennsylvania State University

summit as IDEA Summit. With more

Holiday Calendar.” This resolution was

councils to come, we as a committee

crafted by Olivia Maikranz, Penn State

look to identify the problems with first

Scranton’s SGA President. The aim of

year seminars and address Title IX

the resolution was to bring more

more into freshman curriculum. Within

awareness to Indigenous Peoples at

our committee, we have about 20

Penn State. We did not want to lose

members and 9 liaisons that meet every

sight of the importance and purpose of

time we have a council. Committee

the resolution, which is why we did not

meetings are open to the public, so

advocate for the day off. It is important

anyone is welcome to come. Our

that Penn State recognizes Indigenous

meetings are in-person, but we always

People’s Day just as they use to

will have a zoom option available as

recognize Columbus Day and bring this

well. Committee meetings to me are a

small population to light. We received

safe space to civilly discuss topics that

support from committee, general

may be hard to talk about. I want to talk

council, and Tracy Peterson, who is the

about the hard topics! Because if you

advisor of the Indigenous People’s

don’t, who will? Initiative is what sparks

Student Association and a member of

change. On a personal note, I love and

the Indigenous Faculty and Staff

appreciate my committee so much and

Alliance. The legislation can be viewed

all the hard work they do. They truly

on our website.

have made my first year in CCSG
I always want to keep an open mind

meaningful.

and as well as an open door (to my
Currently, we have been working on

email) to help facilitate a space where

resolutions that include anti-bias

people are comfortable and feel safe

trainings, improving handicap

enough to share and open up to me. If
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you would like to get into contact with
me, my email is tpn5148@psu.edu.
Please don’t hesitate to contact me, I
would be happy to chat!

Trinity Nguyen
Director of Educational Equity
Nida Shamji
Associate Director of Educational Equity
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COMMITTEE
UPDATES
SUSTAINABILITY

The Sustainability Committee of the
Council of Commonwealth Student

creation of a Sustainability Fund that

Governments is dedicated to creating a

Commonwealth wide sustainability

greener and healthier Penn State

projects. Additionally, we were thrilled

community across all the

to have speakers such as Dr. Brian

Commonwealth campuses of Penn

Onishi at the October Council held at

State. In the Fall 2021 semester, the

Altoona and Dr. Paul Shrivastava at the

Sustainability Committee passed three

November Council held at University

pieces of legislation. The first resolution

Park. The Sustainability Committee is

focused on a program called PSreUse,

excited for the greener prospects of the

originally called Green2Go, which allows

new semester and will continue to

students to receive a reusable food

advocate for a more sustainable

container at dining halls upon request
instead of opting for a single use

Commonwealth.

container. The second resolution called

Charles-Antoine Sokohl
Director of Sustainability

for the implementation of

would set aside funding for

automatic/occupancy sensor lighting in
buildings across the Commonwealth.
Lastly, the third resolution advocated

Lauren Waer
Associate Director of Sustainability

the addition of compost buckets on all
campuses.
Outside of resolutions, the
Sustainability Committee worked on the
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COMMITTEE
UPDATES

GOVERNMENTAL AFFAIRS

Governmental affairs is a committee
that I have personally been involved
with ever since my first year at Penn
State. I have become invested in the
work that this committee does, and
always look for ways to increase
student involvement and promote
advocacy among the commonwealth
student body. This year in particular our
committee has been focusing on
learning about the importance of the
state appropriations to Penn State
University, and how that money directly
effects the quality of student life. A
major event coming up for
governmental affairs is Capital Day, I
am hoping to organize a large group of
commonwealth students to attend Penn
States largest student lobbying effort of
the year.
Kareem Elsergany
Director of Governmental Affairs
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CONTACT US!
ADMINISTRATION
Aakash Viramgama
amv5634@psu.edu

Bhargava Motupalli
bsm5365@psu.edu

Noelle Schneider
nas5907@psu.edu

Janice Manzano
jcm6214@psu.edu

EXECUTIVE BOARD

PUBLIC RELATIONS

David Miller
uum204@psu.edu

Noah Schiro
ncs5325@psu.edu

Sabrina Alvarez
sea5323@psu.edu

Kiran Nandagopal
kun67@psu.edu

Aimee Hill
anh5649@psu.edu

Tyler Nguyen
tkt5181@psu.edu

ACADEMIC AFFAIRS

STUDENT AFFAIRS

Jana Bacha
jbc5993@psu.edu

SUSTAINABILITY

Vinay Singh
vxs5259@psu.edu

Anna Capria
acc5818@psu.edu

Lauren Waer
lmw5895@psu.edu

Sunjana Mishra
skm6108@psu.edu

Sanjana Singh
srs6127@psu.edu

Charles-Antoine Sokohl
ces6074@psu.edu

GOVERNMENTAL AFFAIRS

EDUCATIONAL EQUITY
Trinity Nguyen
tpn5148@psu.edu

Nida Shamji
nfs5335@psu.edu

Follow Us!

@CCSG_PSU

@CCSG_PSU

Kareem Elsergany
kke5111@psu.edu

For More
Information
@CCSG_PSU

https://www.psuccsg.org/.com
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